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Reasons why education needs to change…













21st Century Lesson Plan incorporating the skills
Aims: To learn how to use public transport in a particular setting

(vocabulary and conditionals)

Materials: paper, maps, colouring materials

Resources: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10UY3WC4nDY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8sjz_fCif0

1. General questions on travelling in Prague (How did you get to school?, 
What was the traffic like this morning?)

2. Teacher elicits some forms of transport

3. Play Wipeout (describe forms of transport) or worksheets or both

4. Can students add any other forms – show two videos

5. Set task to incorporate 4Cs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10UY3WC4nDY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8sjz_fCif0




A. Now match the bus to the description: 

1. Second newest bus with engine at the back and closing 

doors at the front ____.

2. Third oldest bus with roof and smaller upper deck than 

lower deck ____.

3. In 1910 the first motor buses had narrow wheels and 

people got wet in the rain ___.

4. Huge modern retro double decker with double stairs and 

double doors ___.

5. The most famous bus from the 1954 - 1968 and still used 

on one route today ___.

6. A two horse-power bus and the first double decker ever 

___.









In groups question
each other about
where to go and why, 
and how to get there
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TASK

Design a transport
system to solve the
problems of smog
and traffic
________________
You can:

Make small changes
to the map

Think below and 
above ground

Think of the public
and the tourists

Must be feasible
Make a key



All ships are

deployed!
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Thank you for Critically
thinking about this 
workshop, for your 
Collaboration and 

Communicating your 
Creativity to me! 

seanotomais@gmail.com

So I hope you have 
Collected enough
information and 
developed your

Character!

Seán
Thompson
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